Meier and Cathlapotle Theses, Dissertations and Publications (as of 8/25/2005).

Completed Dissertations:


Completed Theses:
Hamilton, Stephen Coursault. 1994 Technological organization and sedentism: expedient core reduction, stockpiling, and tool curation at the Meier site (35CO5) MA thesis PSU.

Wolf, John William. 1994 The spatial distribution of ground stone tools as a marker of status differentials in a Chinookan plank house on the lower Columbia River MA thesis PSU. Meier ground stone.

Smith, Cameron McPherson. 1996 Social stratification within a protohistoric plankhouse of the Pacific Northwest coast: use-wear and spatial distribution analysis of chipped lithic artifacts. MA thesis PSU

Darby, Melissa Cole. 1996 Wapato for the people: an ecological approach to understanding the Native American use of Sagittaria latifolia on the lower Columbia MA thesis PSU

Davis, Debra. 1998 Bone tool technology: measurements of curation and the spatial distribution of bone and antler artifacts from a Pacific Northwest plankhouse MA thesis PSU. Meier bone and antler tools

Banach, Patricia Kathryn 2002 Copper on the Pacific Northwest coast MA thesis PSU Copper artifacts at Meier and Cathlapotle

Kaehler, Gretchen Ann Anne 2002 Patterns in glass : the interpretation of European glass trade beads from two protohistoric sites in the greater Lower Columbia region MA thesis PSU. Glass beads and historic ceramics from Meier and Cathlapotle.


Project-related publications and reports.


Daehnke, J. 2005 Cathlapotle: Catching Time’s Secrets (with illustrations by Charles Funk). US Fish and Wildlife Service Cultural Resources Team, Region 1, Sherwood Or.


Web site

Virtual Meier: http://web.pdx.edu/~b5cs/virtualmeier/gateway.html (Last updated 2/28/2000). This web site provides access to some of the Meier data and examples of the kinds of analyses being conducted for both sites.